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1. Introduction 
All spaces in this paper are completely regular Hausdorff. We adopt the notation 
and terminology of Gillman and Jerison [ 11. /3X denotes the Stone-Cech compactifi- 
cation of X; a(X) denotes the family of all zero-sets of X. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate basically disconnected perfect irreduc- 
ible preimages of a given space. Gleason [2] introduced in 1958 the notion of a 
projective cover (or absolute) of a space X, to be denoted by EX. EX is characterized 
as the unique extremally disconnected space which can be mapped onto X by a 
perfect irreducible map L’. EX is known to be the largest perfect irreducible preimage 
of X. In particular, every space X has a largest basically disconnected perfect 
irreducible preimage. 
In this paper we show that each space X has a smallest basically disconnected 
preimage ‘IX, which can be mapped onto X by a canonical perfect irreducible map 
.4:,4x+X. 
Here, smallest is used in the following sense: if g: Y + X is a perfect irreducible 
map and Y is basically disconnected, then there is a perfect irreducible map 
Ag: Y + AX such that g = 11 0 Ag. To my knowledge this is the first result in the 
literature concerning perfect irreducible preimages which are minimal w.r.t. some 
property 9. At the end we will discuss those properties 6 for which such a smallest 
preimage (w.r.t. CP) can be expected to exist. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In the first section we collect some results 
concerning 9’@X, the space of all prime-z-filters of a given space X. We will not go 
into much detail, since we are more interested in a particular subspace ‘1,X of 
PPX, the subspace of prime-z-filters which are generated by open ultrafilters. The 
space .1,X will be studied in the second section and the main result is that A,X is 
homeomorphic to X iff X is basically disconnected. This fact will be used in the 
final section to construct ,tX as an inverse limit. 
We now first collect some basic facts on perfect irreducible maps. We also fix a 
construction of the absolute EX of X, which will be used throughout the rest of 
this paper. (We present the construction of Iliadis [5]). 
1.1. A continuous map f: X + Y is said to be perfect if f is a closed and compact 
map. The continuous map f: X + Y is perfect iff pf( pX - X) c p Y - Y. 
1.2. A surjection f: X + Y is called irreducible provided f(A) f Y, for each proper 
closed subset A = X 
The following lemma will be used at several places. 
Lemma 1.3. Let g:X+Z and h:Z + Y be continuous surjections. If the map 
h 0 g : X -, Y is perfect irreducible then both the maps g and h are perfect irreducible. Cl 
1.4. For a space X, 9?(X) denotes the Boolean-algebra of regular closed subsets 
of x. 
The following well-known lemma shows that a perfect irreducible map f:X+ Y is 
related to the structure of the Boolean-algebras S(X) and 9?(Y) 
Lemma 1.5. [9] Let f: X + Y be a perfect irreducible map. Then 
(i) VA E 9?(X): f(A) E 9?(Y). 
(ii) The map A + f (A) is a Boolean-isomorphism between the Boolean algebra’s 
92(x) and 9(Y). 
(iii) VA E 9?( Y): cl f-‘(int A) = cl int f-‘(A) (E%(X)). 
(iv) The homeomorphism f: .%3?(X) + 9’92 ( Y) between the Stone-spaces corre- 
sponding to the isomorphism in (ii) satisfies the following equation. 
f(9) =(f(F):FE 9) (.FE 5@?(X)). 
f-‘(%)={clf-‘(intG):GE’S} (%E.%Z!(Y)). 0 
1.6. A space X is said to be extremally disconnected provided cl U is clopen, for 
each open subset U c X Cl 
1.7. For every space X there exists an extremally disconnected space EX and a 
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perfect irreducible map 17: EX + X with the following property: if f: Y -+ X is a 
perfect map then there is a continuous map IIf: EX -, Y such that I7 = f 0 I7f 
The pair (EX, Ii’) is completely determined by this property and both EX and 
the pair (EX, II) are called the Iliadis absolute of X. 
The pair (EX, II) can be constructed as follows (see [.5]): 
(i) The underlying set of EX is {%: 0% an open ultrafilter on X and n{cl U: 0 E 
W+01. 
The collection {U*: U an open subset of X} is defined to be an open base 
for EX, where U* = { % E EX: U E “u}. The sets U* are clopen. 
The map I7: EX+ X is defined by: I7(%) = n {cl U: UE “u}. 
(ii) It is well-known that E@X = PEX and that the space EflX can be described 
completely in terms of the space X, namely: 
- The underlying set of E@X is the set (42: Q an open ultrafilter on X}. 
-The collection {U**: C.J open in X} turns out to be a clopen base of E/3X, 
where U** = {Q E EPX: LJ E 52). 0 
2. The prime-z-filter space PBX 
In this section we recall some well-known facts on prime-z-filters. First of all a 
z-filter on X (i.e. a filter in the lattice e(X)) is called a prime-z-filter if it has the 
following property: whenever the union of two zero-sets is in the filter, then at least 
one of them belongs to the filter. 
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [l]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 9 be a z-filter on X. Then 
(i) 9 is prime iff the following condition is satisfied: if Zr v Z2 = X(Zi E z(X)), 
then Zj E 9, for some i E { 1,2}. 
(Hence, if 9 contains a prime-z-filter, 9 itself is a prime-z-filter.) 
(ii) If F is a prime-z-filter, then the collection { 3: 9~ $9 and $2 is a prime-z-filter} 
is totally ordered under inclusion. 
(iii) If {Si}i is a decreasing (resp. increasing) collection of prime-z-filters on X, 
thenn9i (resp. USi) is a prime-z-filter. Hence every prime-z-filter contains a minimal 
prime-z-filter. 0 
Let X be a space. For p E pX we define the following z-filters on X. 
EEp = {Z E 3(X>: p E int,, clp, Z}. 
~4~ ={ZC a(X); p E cl,,Z} (is a z-ultrafilter). 
Denote the set of all prime-z-filters on X by POX There exist two natural topologies 
on POX, the hull-topology and the patch-topology. To define these topologies, we 
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introduce the following notation. If ZE 9(X), put: 
Z+={9EPfiX:ZE9}. 
Observe that: 
(Z,nZz)‘=Z:nZ: and (Z,uZ,)+=Z:uZT. 
The collection {Z’: ZE 3(X)} is a closed base for some topology on PF((X), the 
so-called hull-topology, which is compact but not necessarily Hausdorff (which 
makes it not very interesting for our purposes). In [4] M. Hochster introduced 
another topology on P& He took the collection {Z’: Z E 3’(X)} u {Z-: Z E z(X)} 
as a closed subbase for a topology, which he called the patch-topology. 
Theorem 2.2. [H J. Let X be a space. Consider PpX supplied wifh the patch-topology. 
Then 
(i) POX is a zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff space. 
(ii) The map e: PBX-,{O, l}L”x’ defined by 
(e(9))== 1 iflZE 9 
is an embedding. 
(iii) Assume 9;~ PpX. Let Dpp be the unique z-ultrafilter containing 9. Then the 
collection {Z’: Z E 9) u {Z-: Z E dp - 3) is a local subbase at 9. 
Proof. (i) Let 3’ be a maximal centered system of subbase elements, say %‘= 
{Z’: ic I,}u{q: j~l?}. It easily follows from 2.1(i) that 
S={Z,: iE I,} 
is a prime-z-filter and Zj E 9, for all jE Z2. Hence, 9~ n5Y# 0. We conclude that 
PpX is compact. Obviously PpX is Hausdorff and zero-dimensional. 
(ii) and (iii) are easy to verify. Cl 
In the rest of this paper, PBX is assumed to have the patch-topology. Since each 
prime-z-filter 9 is contained in a unique z-ultrafilter, we can define a map 9: PBX + 
PX by: cp(s)=pif 9cdp. It iseasy tosee that (p(9)=pimplies3pc5. 
Lemma 2.3. The map q: PpX + PX is continuous. 
Proof. Choose 9 E PpX. Let U be a neighborhood of p( 9) = q in /3X. Since T4 c 9, 
there exists a ZE EY4 c 9 such that q E cl,, Zc U. Clearly 9”~ Z’ and cp(Z’) c 
u. 0 
Finally, we show that in general PpX will contain non-trivial convergent sequences. 
We need this result later to show that a particular space is not basically disconnected. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let 3 be a prime-z-filter on X and let dp be the unique Z-ultrafilter 
in which 92 is contained. 
Put 
(9 
[Y, &“]={S: 3;~ PpX and 3~ 9~ ,d”}. Then 
[ 9% sZ”] is totally ordered under inclusion and the order-topology on [ 5% a”] is 
compact 
(ii) The relative patch-topology Yp on [ 3, dp] coincides with the order-topology 30. 
Proof. (i) This follows directly from 2.l(ii) and (iii). 
(ii) Since Y(, is compact and Tp is Hausdorff it suffices to show that the inclusion 
Ypc 9” holds. 
Choose Z E .9(X) and assume Z’ n [ 9, ,alp] # 0. According to 2.1 .(iii) there is a 
smallest 9” E [ ‘9, &“I with Z E SO. Hence, Z’n [ 9?, dp] = [9(), a”] is closed in Y,,. 
Choose ZE z(X) such that Z-n[g, dp]# 0. Again 2.l.(iii) implies that there is a 
largest 9, E [%, tip] such that ZG 9,. But then, Z-n [%, tip] = [%, S,] is closed in 
9 0. cl 
We conclude that if PPX contains an infinite compact ordered subspace, then 
POX will contain a convergent sequence. However, the following example shows 
that this need not be the case. 
Example 2.5. Let X be a convergent sequence, say X = N u 10~1. We describe the 
space 
(i) 
(ii) 
P/3X. 
For nEN, %“= d” is the unique prime-z-filter converging to n. 
There are two types of prime-r-filters converging to w, namely 
(a) The z-ultrafilter A”‘. 
(b) For each non-fixed ultrafilter 9 on N, {clxF: FE 9) is a prime-z-filter 
on X converging to w. 
Clearly {w}+ = {a”}, so {#} is an isolated point of P&. It is also clear that 
PBX = pNO{.C’}(=pN), hence PpX does not contain convergent sequences. 0 
3. The subspace A,X of PBX 
Let X be a space and consider the map (9: PpX+ pX as defined in 2.3. According 
to 1.7 there exists a continuous map np: EPX --, PBX such that 7r = p 0 -rrp. 
I do not know whether this map srcp is unique. (Example 2.5 shows that the map 
cp need not be irreducible, however, in this example rep is unique). However, there 
exists a very natural map il = rrcp between EpX and P,X. For an open ultrafilter 
9 on X. (i.e. Q E EPX), define 
d(Q)={ZE Z(X): int ZE %}. 
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Lemma 3.1. The map A has the following properties, 
(i) A(%)E POX. 
(ii) The map A : E/3X + PBX is continuous. 
(iii) 7r==oA. 
Proof. (i) Clearly, A( 3) is a z-filter. Furthermore, if 2, u Zz =X (with Zi E z(X)) 
and if ZzcA(Q) then X-Z,E%. Choose UE% with Un(X-Z,)=0. Then 
UC Zi, so int Z, E “u, i.e. Z, E J(Q). According to 2.1.(i) A(‘-%) is a prime-z-filter. 
(ii) It suffices to show that A-‘(Z’) is clopen in EpX. This follows from the 
equality: A-‘(Z’) = (int Z)**. 
(iii) Trivial. cl 
The subspace A (EX) c PeX is called :I ,X, and this space is the object which will 
be studied in this section. 
The restriction of the map cp to .AiX is called A,. Observe that the map Ai is 
surjective and that the diagram as indicated commutes. 
EX 
From 1.3 we conclude that the map .4 , : ,A ,X + X is perfect irreducible. We will 
characterize those spaces X for which the map A, : A,X+ X is a homeomorphism. 
For this purpose we recall that a space X is called basically disconnected if each 
cozero-set of X is C*-embedded. 
Theorem 3.2. [ 11. (i) X is basically disconnected if /3X is. 
(ii) U is basically disconnected iff cl U is clopen, for every cozero-set U iff int Z is 
clopen for each zero-set Z. 
(iii) Let X be a compact zero-dimensional space. 93 denotes the Boolean-algebra 
of clopen subsets of X. Then, X is basically disconnected iff 94 is a u-complete 
Boolean-algebra. 
(iv) Let X be a compact and basically disconnected space. Every dense and open 
subset of X is basically disconnected. 0 
The following theorem is the basis for the construction of AX in Section 1. 
Theorem 3.3. The map A, : A ,X + X is a homeomorphism if and only if X is basically 
disconnected. 
Proof. Assume the space X is not basically disconnected. We show that the map 
it, is not injective. 
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There exists a cozero-set UC X such that cl CJ is not clopen. Choose p E 
cl U-int cl U. There exist open ultrafilters % and Y on X such that UE % and 
X-cl U E Y while moreover both % and 7r converge to p. Then clearly 
{At@)* d(V))c G’(P)? andA(%)#A(7r)sinceX-UEA(Y)andX-UaA(%). 
We conclude that A;‘(p) 3 2. 
On the other hand, assume that X is basically disconnected. It suffices to show 
that A, is an injective map. This follows from the following claim. 
Claim. If % is an open ultrafilter on X converging to p E X then A (%) = 24 
Indeed, A(Q) is a prime-z-filter converging to p, hence 2” c A (%). On the other 
hand, if 3 E A (%), then p E cl int Z. But since X is basically disconnected, int Z is 
clopen and so: p E int Z, i.e. Z E P. We conclude A (‘3) = 69 q 
Of course this theorem does nor imply that the space A,X itself will be basically 
disconnected. At the end of this section we present an example which shows that 
this really need not be the case. But first we want to obtain more information about 
the space A,X. 
Proposition 3.4. Let Z be a zero-set in X. Then int ,,,*A T’(Z) = Z’ n A ,X, 
Proof. Clearly, A;‘(Z) is a zero-set in A,X. 
We now check that the inclusion Z+nA,X= A;‘(Z) holds. Indeed, if A(%) E 
Z’nA,X then int ZE 021. But then, A,(A(Q)) =n{cl U: UE Q}ccl int Zc Z. We 
conclude A(%)E A;‘(Z). 
Since Z’n A,X is open in A,X, we obtain that Z’n AiXc int A;‘(Z). To prove 
the other inclusion, choose A(Q)cA;‘(Z)-(Z’nA,X). We show that 
A(‘-%)cfint A;‘(Z). Consider a basic neighborhood of A(Q), say d(%)~Z;nZ;n 
A,X. If n {cl U: UE “u}=(p), then A,(A(%)) =p and A(%)c dp. According to 
2.2.(iii), we may assume that Z*E dP-A(Q). Since A(%) aZ’, int ZE’ 3. Also, 
int Zi E % and int Z,E %. Therefore we can choose U E % with U c int Zl and 
Un (int Zu int ZJ =0. Choose q E U-(Z,u Z). Let 7/’ be ‘an open ultrafilter 
containing the collection 
{VcX:qEVand VopeninX}. 
Then A(V)EA,X, Z,EA(‘Y), Z,uZaA(‘tr). But then A(‘V)EZfnZ;n 
(A,X-A;‘(Z)). We conclude that every neighborhood of A(%) intersects A,X- 
A;‘(Z), hence A(%) E int A;‘(Z). q 
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This proposition shows precisely what kind of operator -1, is. All zero-sets of X, 
represented in .1,X as preimages, obtain a clopen interior in . t ix. But this does 
not imply that the space ,t,X is basically disconnected, ,1,X can contain more 
zero-sets. The following theorem shows that if X is a compact space, then A ,X is the 
smallest zero-dimensional perfect irreducible preimage of X in which the zero-sets of 
X obtain clopen interiors. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a compact space. Then .I ,X is homeomorphic to the Stone 
space of the Boolean subalgebra of 2 (X) generated by the collection {cl int Z: Z E 
S(X)). 
Proof. The space A ,X is compact and zero-dimensional. Furthermore, the collection 
{Z’nA,X: ZE~(X))U{Z-nA,X: ZE 3(X)} is a collection of clopen subsets of 
,1,X that separates the points of A,X. Hence, A ,X is homeomorphic to the Stone 
space of the Boolean algebra generated by the collection {Z’ n _ t ,X: Z E 2(X)} in 
92 (A, X). This Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the one generated by the collection 
{A,(Z+n .4,X): ZE 2(X)} in 9?(X). 
Since A,(Z’nA,X)=clintZ(ZE2(X)) the conclusion follows. •1 
Theorem 3.6. ‘1, ( /IN-N) is not basically disconnected. 
Proof. It is well-known that every zero-set in @N-N is regular closed (see [8]). 
Claim. In /3N-N every prime-z-filter is generated by an open ultrafilter. 
Indeed, let 9 be a prime-z-filter and let dp be the unique z-ultrafilter which 
contains 9. 
Define % = {int F: FE .9}u {( PN-N) -Z: ZE dp- 9). Then “u is a centered 
system of open sets. Since, if FiE9 and Zj~.@2p-9(1=1,...rn)(j=1,...,k) 
then ni Fi E 9 and Uj Z, E 9, i.e. n Fi is not a subset of fJ Z, But cl int nFi = f-l Fi, 
and so int (n Fi) is not a subset of U Z, We conclude: 
This proves the claim. 
From the claim we see that A,(pN-N) =Po(pN-N). We recall that @J-N is 
an F-space, i.e. zp is a prime-z-filter for each p E PN-N (see [l]). Obviously this 
implies that each prime-z-filter 5~ Pp(j3N-N) contains a unique minimal prime- 
z-filter, namely L7Ep (for some PE /3N--N). Hence, Proposition 2.4 implies that 
cp-‘( p)( =A;‘( p)) is a compact ordered space, for each p E PN-N. If we can 
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show that there exists a PE @N-N such that _4;‘( p) is infinite then it;‘(p) will 
contain a convergent sequence and therefore ,I, (PN - N) cannot be basically discon- 
nected. 
To construct such a point p E /3N-N, it suffices to construct a decreasing sequence 
of zero-sets (2,)” and a point PE n Z,, such that p E cl(Z,, -Z,+,)(Vn). For if this 
is done, choose an open ultra-filter Ou,, on pN--N such that int(Z,, -Z,t+l) E “3, while 
moreover %,, converges to p. Then d(%,,)~ :l;‘(p)(Vn) and A(%,,) f A(%,) since 
Z,,, E A (Ou,,) -A (5!&) (m > n). These zero-sets can be constructed in the following 
manner. Let Al be a countable discrete subspace of pN--N. By induction choose 
countable subsets A,, c PN-N such that Ancl = (cl U,s,, A,)-U,,,, A,,,. Choose 
zero-sets Z,, such that Z,,+,cZ” and A,+k c Z,, c (PN-N)-IJ,,. A,,,. Finally, 
pick p~lJ,~clA,clJ.Z,. q 
In connection with the claim in the previous theorem we mention that there exist 
spaces having prime-z-filters 9 with int F # B(VF E 3), while moreover, 9 is not 
generated by an open ultrafilter. 
4. The space AX 
We are now able to construct the smallest basically disconnected preimage AX. 
The idea is simple. For a space X we consider the sequence :4,X, lt,( .1 ix), . . . and 
.4X will be the inverse limit of this system. We first derive a proposition which will 
ensure that the space obtained by this inverse sequence will really be the smallesl 
basically disconnected preimage of X. We proceed as follows. 
Let f: Y + X be a continuous map. For each prime-z-filter 9 on Y define 
~“(~)={ZE~(X):~-‘(Z)E~}. Then ~“(S)EP~X, hence a mapf”:PpY+PpX 
is defined. 
Lemma 4.1. The map ff : PpY --* PpX is continuous. 
Proof. (f”)-‘(Z’) = (f-‘(Z))‘, for each ZE %(X). lJ 
In general the map f” will not behave nice w.r.t. A, Y and 4,X. However, if the 
map f is assumed to be perfect irreducible then this will be the case, as the following 
proposition shows. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f: Y + X be a perfect irreducible map. Then 
(i) f”(‘1, Y) = ‘4,X 
(ii) The map f # : A, Y + 11 ,X is perfect irreducible. 
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(iii) The diagram below commutes. 
Proof. Let % be a fixed open ultrafilter on Y (i.e. Ou E EY). 
Claim. ZEf#(AY(~))~j3~EsS.t.f(cI U)cZ. 
Indeed, Z~~“(AY(~))~f~‘(Z)~AY(~)~intf~‘(Z)~~~3U~~s.t.f(clU)~ 
Z. (Take U = int f-‘(Z)). We conclude that f”(4 y( 3)) is generated by the open 
ultrafilter rf( “u) = {V: V open in X and int f-‘(cl V) E %} E EX. Hence: 
f”(A, Y) = 4,x 
AX onf=f*oAY 
Furthermore, if AX(T7~A,X then f”(AY((7rf)-‘(3*)))=Ax(7r). Hence: 
f”(A, Y) =n,x. 
That the left part of the diagram above commutes follows from the continuity of 
fi It follows from 1.3 that f” is perfect and irreducible. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let f: Y + X be a perfect and irreducible map. If the space Y is 
basically disconnected then there exists a perfect and irreducible map A, f: Y + A, X 
such thatf=A,oA,f. 
Y 
,llf 
f I\ :t 
x-A,x 
Proof. According to 3.3 the map AT: A, Y -, Y is a homeomorphism. Define 
A,f =f”o(A;)-‘. Cl 
We are now able to prove our main result. 
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Theorem 4.4. (i) For every space X there exists a basically disconnected space AX 
and a perfect irreducible map ‘1: AX + X with the following property 
“if f: Y + X is a perfect and irreducible map and if the space Y is basically 
disconnected, then there exists a perfect irreducible map Af: Y + .1X such that 
f = A 0 Af.” 
(ii) If Z is a basically disconnected space and g: Z + X is a perfect and irreducible 
map such that the pair (Z, g) has the property as described above, then there exists 
a homeomorphism h: ‘AX + Z such that .I = g 0 h (i.e. the pair (,1X, .1) is unique). 
Proof. (i) We obtain the space AX by an inverse limit construction. The inverse 
limit {{A,X},, {Az},,p: (x E Ord} is constructed as follows. 
(a) A0X = X. 
(b) A,+,X=n,(,~,X),A~“isthecanonicalmapi~,:il,(A,X)-~~,XForp<cu, 
A ;+I = A; o A:+‘. 
(c) if (Y is a limit ordinal, define 4,X to be the inverse limit of the inverse system 
U&X),<,* {A$},,,}. Define A; = P,+ where Pp denotes the projection 
Pp: = {A,X},,,( =A,X) + A,X. 
By induction it follows that all the maps .I; are perfect and irreducible. But then 
all the spaces A,X lie between X and EX, and therefore the inverse sequence must 
becomeconstant. With thiswe mean that there isan Q such that ii,““: _t_+,X-* A,X 
is a homeomorphism. According to 3.2 this implies that A,X is basically disconnected 
and hence, V/3> Y(?=cY): A’. ?. ,t,X+ A,X is a homeomorphism (3.3). 
Define AX = A,X and A = ‘1:. Using an induction argument. Proposition 4.3 
shows that (AX, A) has the desired properties. 
(ii) There exist perfect maps f, : AX + Z and f2 : Z + AX such that _ t = g 0 fl and 
g = A 0 fi. It easily follows that fl = f;‘. E 
Hence, for every space X the smallest basically disconnected preimage AX is 
constructed. Note that with smallest we mean smallest w.r.t. the class of perfect 
and irreducible maps, and not w.r.t. class of perfect maps. However, I was not able 
to construct a counter-example which shows that irreducible is really essential. 
Question 4.5. Let f: Y + X be a perfect surjection. If the space Y is basically 
disconnected, does there exist a continuous map Af: Y + AX such that f = .t 0 Af? 
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a compact space. Then the space -4X is homeomorphic to the 
Stone space of the u-completion of the Boolean-algebra generated by the collection 
{cl int Z: ZE a(X)} in G?!(X) 
Proof. Let 9 be the Boolean-algebra generated by the collection {cl int Z: ZE 
S(X)} in S(X), and let a!% be the smallest a-complete Boolean subalgebra of 
9?(X) containing 9% 
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Put &,={.l(B): B a clopen subset of .1X}. According to 3.5, 2 c $3,, hence 
(~3 c aA,,. since %,, is a cT-complete Boolean subalgebra of a(X) (3.2.(iii)). 
Consider the Stone space Y( &), which is basically disconnected. Since W c a9 c 
9&i, there exist maps h:Y(a.%)+.1,X, g:.1X -.Y(&) and Yu:.Y(u~)+X such 
that .Y,=.l,Oh and .t=.Y<,og. 
Observe that the map Y* = Y’( &) + X is perfect irreducible. Therefore, Theorem 
4.4 implies that there exists a map .1 (Y_) : Y(&) + ;fX such that 9, = it 0 .l(Sq,). 
It follows that the map .Y* is a homeomorphism, i.e. a% = &,. c3 
An obvious question is the following: what is the length of the inverse system 
that appears in the proof of Theorem 4.4? Theorem 4.6 allows us to answer this 
question for compact spaces. Let us introduce the following notation. Consider the 
system {.1,X}, as defined in 4.4. For LY > 0, the space A,X is zero-dimensional. 
Let %‘a be the Boolean-algebra of clopen subsets of &X. (a > 0). We consider Ba 
to be a Boolean subalgebra of 9(&,X), for all y < a. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a compact space. Then 
(i) B_ c sfl c 9(X) (a <p). 
(ii) se+, is the set of all countable limits of Be in 92 (&X) = 9?(X). 
(iii) If (Y is a limit ordinal, then 93_ = lJacp BD. 
Therefore the the length of the inverse system {,iaX}, is at most wi. 
Proof. (i) Trivial. 
(ii) Denote the set of all countable limits of %m in 2(.4,X) by 9:. Observe that 
%& is a Boolean-algebra. According to Theorem 3.5, Ss,,, is isomorphic to the 
Boolean-algebra generated by {cl int 2: Z E z( .1,X)} in %(,1,X). If Z E 2(di,X), 
then Z =n B,,(B,, E 53_, BntI c B,). (Here we use that X is compact.) Obviously, 
the limit of {B,}, in 9(.1,X) is cl int Z, i.e. Ba+, c Bk. 
On the other hand, choose BE 93:. 
Case 1. There is a sequence {B,}, in sA, such that lim B, = B and B, c B,,,. 
Then Z=&X-UB,E~(A,X) and B=(.l,X-clintZ)‘~9~+,. 
Case 2. There is a sequence {Bn}” in 9?* such that lim B, = B and B, 2 Bn+,. 
Then Z=nB,~%(;l,x) and B=limB,=clintZE90+,. 
We conclude: sn,+, = 93;. 
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(iii) This follows from the observation that Up.m a0 is a Boolean-algebra of 
clopen subsets of the compact zero-dimensional space .1,X that separates the points 
of .1,X. 
It follows that for a compact space the Boolean-algebra 9,, =UO.+ 93” is 
u-complete. hence the Stone space Y(a,,) = .l,,X is basically disconnected, i.e. 
;lX = .t,,x. 0 
For non-compact spaces the situation is not clear to me. I collected the following 
questions which I was unable to answer 
(i) Do there exist nice characterizations of the Boolean-algebras of clopen 
subsets of tf L X and .1X for non-compact spaces X? 
(ii) Does there exist an universal upperbound for the length of the inverse system 
{&X1,,? 
(iii) Is .1X always a subset of .1(/3X)? (see 4.10.(i)) 
The following corollary of Theorem 4.4 was a surprise to me. 
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a locally compact and basically disconnected space. Then 
there exists a smallest basically disconnected compactification BX of X. 
Proof. Consider the one-point compactification yX of X The Cech-Stone compac- 
tification /3X is basically disconnected and P(id): fix+ yX is a perfect irreducible 
map. 
According to Theorem 4.4 there is a perfect map g: /3X-, ;l(yX) such that 
P(id) = .2 0 g. 
,t(yx) Lgx 
Obviously this implies that IL’(x)/ = 1 (Vx E X) and therefore A(-yX) can be 
considered to be compactification BX of X. Since each basically disconnected 
compactification of X can be mapped onto yX it follows from Theorem 4.4 that 
BX is the smallest one. Cl 
The compactification BX is easy to describe. Recall that a subset A c X is called 
a P-set if each countable intersection of neighborhoods of A is a neighborhood of 
A. 
The following lemma is well-known and easy to verify. 
Lemma 4.9. Let X be a basically disconnected space. If A c X is a compact P-set 
then the space obtained from X by identifying A to a point is basically disconnected. Cl 
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We now present a construction of BX Let X be a locally compact and basically 
disconnected space. Define % = { U c X: U is a cT-compact cozero-set of X}. Then 
X = IJ 52 and moreover, if aX is a basically disconnected compactification of X 
then each UE % is a cozeroset in CUX. But then, cI,~L! is clopen in crX and 
claxU = PU. We conclude that Xc u {cl&J: U c “u} c (YX. 
It is easy to verify that pX - lJ{cl,JJ: 17 E “u} is a compact P-set in /3X. From 
Lemma 4.9 we conclude that BX is equivalent to the one-point compactification 
of lJ {cl,xU: U E e}. 
Proposition 4.10. Let X be a locally compact space. Then 
(i) AXc A( /3X) 
(ii) s(AX) = A ( yX), where yX denotes the one-point compactification of X. 
Proof. (i) Consider the map A: A( /3X) + PX. Then K’(X) c ApX is an open 
subset of the compact and basically disconnected space A( /3X), hence /l-*(X) is 
basically disconnected. Obviously, A: ,1-‘(X) + X is a perfect and irreducible map. 
We check that this preimage of X satisfies the property of Theorem 4.4. Let Y 
be a basically disconnected space and let f: Y + X be a perfect and irreducible map. 
Then p Y is basically disconnected and /3f: p Y + PX is perfect and irreducible. 
There exists a map A(pf):pY+.i(pX) such that Pf = A 0 A(Pf). Since 
A(Pf)-‘(,4-‘(X)) = Y (the maps are perfect), pf = A( pf)j Y is the required fac- 
torization. 
(ii) Easy to prove. 0 
The following example shows that the local compactness of X in Proposition 4.9 
is a necessary condition. 
Example 4.11. Let D be the discrete space of cardinality wi. Put D’ = lJ {clsr,A: A 
a countable subset of D} c PD = PO’. Choose p E /3D- D’ and define X = D’ u 
{p}c PO’. Then X is basically disconnected and does not have a smallest basically 
disconnected compactification. 
Proof. Since DC XC /?D, the space X is basically disconnected. If we can show 
that for x, y E PX - X = PD - X there exists a basically disconnected compactifica- 
tion (YX in which the points x and y are identified, then the conclusion follows. For 
then, if there would exist a smallest basically disconnected compactification BX, in 
BX the set PX-X must be identified to one point. This is not possible, since 
PX- X is not compact. Choose x, y E /3X-X. Consider x, y, p to be uniform 
ultrafilters on D. Choose FE p such that F @ x and F & y. Then D-F E x and 
D-FE y and the set 
(D-F)* = { 9: 9 a uniform ulfrafilter on D and D - FE 9) 
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is a compact P-set in PX - X containing x and y. Lemma 4.9 shows that the required 
compactification of X can be obtained by identifying (D-F)* to one point. 0 
5. Some final remarks 
We now discuss the following problem: for what kind of topological properties CP 
can one expect to exist a smallest preimage among all perfect irreducible preimages 
of X with property B? For topological properties such as Lindelof, paracompact 
or compact this question is not very interestin g. for then such a smallest preimage 
exists iff X itself has the property and if this is the case, X itself is the smallest 
preimage. In my dissertation [7] I used the following approach to this problem. 
An embedding property 9 for the open subsets is a property which open sets in 
a topological space X can or cannot have, with the following restriction: if h:X+ Y 
is a homeomorphism then UC X has C? in X iff h( CJ) has 9 in Y. 
Obvious examples are: 
UC X has 8, iff U is a cozero-set of X. 
CJ c X has Pz iff U is open. 
Let P be such an embedding property. 
A space X is called P-disconnected iff cl U is clopen, for each open subset U 
with property 9 in X. 
Observe that: 
X is P?,-disconnected iff X is basically disconnected. 
X is SP,-disconnected iff X is extremally disconnected. 
An embedding property GP is called an expansion property if the following is 
satisfied, if f: Y + X is a perfect irreducible map and U is open in X with property 
B (in X), then f-‘(U) has property P in Y. 
Theorem. [7] Let B be an expansion property. Then every space X has a smallest 
P-disconnected perfect irreducible preimage 9X. 0 
If we apply this theorem to 9, (which is of course an expansion property) then 
we obtain the space AX The property Pz gives the absolute as the ‘smallest’ 
8,-disconnected preimage. Since the only class of P-disconnected spaces which are 
known in the literature, are the ones just mentioned, I restricted myself in this 
paper to prove this theorem only for the class of basically disconnected spaces. 
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